The SCC CargoBar with variable adjustment offers:
TM

Adjustment - The CC5000 CargoBar

continuously adjusts
from 48” to 108”. By adjusting down to 48 inches, this cargo bar
requires less storage area.
TM

Reduce Theft - Keep CargoBars

safe by
storing them in a toolbox or in the truck cab.
TM

Versatility - Features a securement range
from small truck beds to full high cube trailer
width. Offering cargo securement options not
found in other bars

More Power -

Testing proves up to 20%
more holding power than traditional loadlocks.
By adding the optional Track Lock kit (#CC5015),
the SCC CargoBarTM can easily be adapted for
use in A & E Track, doubling the front to back
holding power of the bar.

SCC CargoBar

The
has features
you’ve never seen before at
such an affordable price.
TM

TM
Problem
Solved.
U.S.Patent Pending

A combination of high leverage and flexible feet provide
superior holding power. Square steel vs. round rod
provides a stronger bar (less susceptible to
bending with more contact area to cargo).

Spring loaded push buttons provide
positive locking in a closed or
open position and are easy
to operate.

The coated lever provides smooth,
comfortable operation. Closed bar locking
tab is easily unlocked with convienent
thumb release.

With the optional Track
Lock kit (#CC5015), the
SCC CargoBarTM can easily
be adapted for use in A & E
Track, doubling the front to back
holding power of the bar.

!

WARNING
SCC CargoBar (part # CC5000)

• Do NOT use SCC's CargoBar™ to support
ANY vertical loads. SCC's CargoBar™
is NOT designed to be used as a shoring
beam or a step.
• SCC's CargoBar™ is not designed to
secure cargo, only to assist in the
stability of the load.

SCC Track Lock (part # CC5015)

COMPLETELY EXTENDED

COMPLETELY RETRACTED

SCC CargoBarTM

SCC CargoBarTM

Shown on right in above photo

Shown on right in above photo

• SCC's optional Track Lock feature increases
horizontal holding power for the purpose of
load stabilization only.
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• SCC's CargoBar™ is designed to push
out approximately one inch against flexible
van trailer walls and can be damaged if
used against immovable objects such as
door frames.

SCC CargoBar

The SCC CargoBarTM has these unique features
you’ve never seen in other loadlocks

Problem
Solved.
U.S.Patent Pending

